
By Doug Watson, CEO Watson Drill Rigs

When you get right down to it, drilling is just putting a hole in the ground,
right? Sounds easy enough? So if hole drilling is so easy, seems like anyone
with some cash should be able to just rent a rig and a tool and jump in the
game?  And if anyone can jump in without any capital investment or risk,
they can easily underbid everyone and win some jobs.  Remember, “drilling
is easy,” so it is not long before drilling contractors are a dime-a-dozen
and it is no longer about the product, it is only about price. Suddenly all the
reputable companies are forced to lower their bids to win jobs.  

What comes next? Perhaps rent-a-contractor? Imagine charging weekly
for your services hoping you get enough holes down so that the GC will
keep you on next week. All the while wondering if they will suddenly re-
turn your crews and equipment and rent someone cheaper to do the easy
part of the job (where all of your margin was built in). Before you know it,
you find yourself now having to cut your rental rates to stay in business!
Sure enough, your company has just fallen into the commodity trap. A scary

place where everything is about price (or indemni-
fying risk) because your product is the same as
everyone else’s.

Of course anyone who has been in the business
knows that drilling is anything but easy and is de-
cidedly NOT low risk. Ironically, it is exactly the bru-
tal nature of drilling that largely protects drilling
sub-contractors from succumbing to the commod-
ity trap. The challenging and unpredictable nature of
drilling deep into the earth provides plenty of op-
portunities for contractors to differentiate them-
selves from competition, and create long lasting
loyalty with customers.  

So what does this have to do with equipment in-
novation? Well, like successful foundation contrac-
tors, Watson rigs also face the daily rigors of drilling.
As such, our innovation is aimed at reinforcing our
core differentiators that have allowed Watson rigs
to avoid the commodity trap. Watson’s TOUGHER,
FASTER, SIMPLER advantages have been designed

into our equipment for over seven decades and are evident in every Wat-
son rig today. The new Excadrill line is the latest example of this commit-
ment to providing long term productive drilling.

The new generation of Excadrills
While excavator boom mounted drills have long been considered by

many as a valuable specialty rig, the increasing number of overhead chal-
lenges in both the commercial and utility sectors have thrust them into pri-
mary equipment lineups. Not surprisingly, this trend has spurred demand for
higher productivity and tool capacity. What a surprise! Drillers want bigger
and faster rigs. 

To answer this need, the new EX series ranges from 40,000-180,000 ft-
lbs [54-244 kNm] and incorporates several new innovations that deliver on
the tougher-faster-simpler commitment.

The challenges of mobilizing heavy equipment are tougher than ever and
yet everyone wants more power. This has driven a strong need to reduce the
weight of drills so they can be quickly and economically transported to the
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job. For Excadrills this meant reducing the attachment weights so that they
could be mounted on lighter classes of excavators. The innovative new trun-
nion design of the EX line achieves the toughness needed for rock drilling
by shortening the load path between the bars and the boom while reduc-
ing weight so that every model can be mounted to the next lower class of
excavator.  

Full length top applied kelly crowd is a feature born from the days where
square bars were the only option, but today it brings the same advantages
to round bars. By applying crowd to the top of the bars, crowd lock wear
between the rotary and the outer bar is eliminated because there are no
locks required! The rotary can be positioned in the ideal location and
can remain stationary while drilling. Top crowd also allows interchange-
ability with square bars which provide a significant speed advantage when
drilling in many common conditions where you don’t need maximum
crowd. 

Watson’s traditional top crowd system was an innovation introduced in
1969 and has been used on all Watson truck and track mounted rigs for
decades and it still proves to be a key element to high productivity today.
This design has been adapted to the EX line by using a double-acting cylin-
der that reduces weight and the number of crowd sheaves by half while pro-
viding finer control of the outer kelly.  

Low overhead drills have long suffered wire rope headaches due to the
limited fleet angle and multiple rope layers needed to get deep with low
clearance. This issue has been solved while still retaining the speed advan-
tages of a controlled freefall winch. The new, single layer controlled freefall
winch uses a large diameter grooved drum and roller combination on a piv-
oting base to virtually eliminate wire rope spooling issues.

There are few who would disagree that the simpler the hydraulics, the bet-
ter, especially in the punishing world of rock drilling. The Excadrill hydraulic
system has been overhauled to use a new valve that delivers full power to
the rotary and kelly functions while reducing plumbing and leak points.

Unified Rotary Designs
All new Watson hydraulic models, including the EX series and 4300, uti-

lize a scalable, modular rotary design that achieves commonality of many
parts between rig clas-
ses as well as an inter-
changeable kelly drive
that allows easy swap-
ping between round
and square bars.  

Mechanically, rather
than depending on
clutches or complex
shiftable planetaries, all
of the new hydraulic
machines employ a
number of motor stacks
each consisting only of a
bent axis motor, simple
2 stage planetary and
pinion gear. This incre-
mental approach to
achieving required tor-
ques allows the same
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Beware of the 

Commodity Trap

The EX90 Excadrill (left) adds 50% more torque, and 20% more linepull on the same class carrier as the EDT-7.

Bottom mounted trunnion improves clearance while reducing weight. Highly visible single layer freefall winch.

Tri-Drive 4300 Rotary—138,000 ft-lbs.

(continued on page 52) ‰
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basic design to be used on the entire range of hydraulic Watson drills while
still achieving spinoffs of 100 RPM or more across the board. 

Innovate to Simplify
Sometimes equipment innovation does not appear in the form of new

gadgets, but rather from the removal of them. DaVinci nailed it over 500
years ago when he said “Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.” Simpli-
fication of the complex while achieving better performance, operability and
longevity is a challenging design goal that truly defines a key difference be-
tween designing and engineering.  

The use of complex electronic components in drill rigs (as opposed to
electrical switches, relays, etc.) is a great example of this. In 2004 when the
180,000 ft-lb all hydraulic “Euro style” Watson 4400 was introduced, it
touted an electrohydraulic control system that was capable of interactive
displays, data logging, remote diagnostics, custom performance tuning, GPS,
remote operation, automatic functions, and even a learning mode.  It defi-
nitely qualified as innovative on a drill rig 13 years ago when cars didn’t yet
have GPS and “flip phones” were just adding color screens and cameras.

Watson was very proud of the level of innovation achieved. So much so
that it was pretty unnerving when one of the first comments from the salty
operator testing the prototype was, “I knew that $%*&@# Bill Gates would
get his hands onto drill rigs.”   

Turns out, the benefits of those electronic innovations did not come close
to making up for the frustration customers experienced when a simple plug
corroded or a screen or sensor went bad bringing production to a halt. Les-
son learned the hard way. A decade later, we do recognize the benefit elec-
tronics can bring to the data and diagnostics side of a drill, but don’t dare
put complexity between the operator and the hole.

Based on this ideal, the decision was made to re-engineer an otherwise
successful rig design in order to remove the electronic controls in favor of
proven pilot systems. The new 4500CM leverages a quad-drive version of
the unified rotary design that produces a 220,000 ft-lbs[298 kNm] to
100RPM spinoff without sensors, clutches or programming. Simpler hy-
draulics, electronics, gearing, plumbing and diagnostics, all while increasing
performance.

The 138,000 ft-lb [187 kNm] tri-drive 4300 follows this same thinking.  It

is designed to be a single load hydraulic rotary rig comparable to the me-
chanical 3110, but without the complexity typically associated with hy-
draulic machines. Even the value of cabinets was scrutinized and a simplified
open architecture was selected allowing easy access to every hose, fitting,

and valve on the machine. 

Innovate to Differentiate
In business, all innovation is aimed at

improving something to give you an edge
over the competition. Whether you are a
contractor, an equipment manufacturer, or
a steel supplier, finding that edge is what
is needed to set yourself apart from the
rest and avoid becoming a commodity.

As the world moves towards more and
more complexity, our target of” innovate
to simplify” is behind much of Watson’s
current development efforts, from cabs to
controls to kelly bars. Combined with our
long established differentiators of tougher
faster rigs, Watsons are built on the belief
that more productivity with less headaches
will ultimately win out in the equipment
world. And don’t ever forget: we are
blessed that drilling is hard.

Tougher, simpler rigs hold their value longer. This 3260TM trade-in 
is being fully tested as part of the factory refurbishment program 
established to further extend the life of Watson rigs. 

Open architecture facilitates easier service and maintenance.

Numerous innovations define the 4300 (without the need for chains).
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